ABSTRACT, Aj is an ergodic conservative transformation on a 0"-finite measure space and A2 is an ergodic measure preserving transformation on a finite measure space. We study the point spectrum properties of Aj X ¿2' 1°p articular we show Aj x A2 is ergodic if and only if Aj x A2 have no eigenvalues in common other than the eigenvalue 1. The conditions on Aj, h2 stated above are in a sense the most general for the validity of this result.
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Introduction.
All measure spaces is, 2, m) will be o-finite in the sense of Halmos [7] . We consider transformations h: S -♦ S that are measurable (A in 2 implies i-1(A) in 2), nonsingular imiA) = 0 implies mih~i{A))= 0). h is said to be conservative if h~ (A)C A implies h~ (A)= A. We note that all statements about sets are made modulo sets of measure zero. Sometimes we replace the condition of being conservative on a ff-finite measure space by the stronger condition of being measure preserving imih~l{A))= m{A)) on a probability space. A complex number c is said to be an eigenvalue of h it the equation fihi'))= cfi') a.e. has a solution in LKiS). h is said to be ergodic if h~ (A) = A implies m{A) = 0 or miS -A) = 0. 
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In §3 we apply the results of §2 to the following problem, h. is a conservative transformation on a ff-finite measure space (S., 2., nz.) and h. is a measure preserving transformation on a probability space (S~, 22, m.). We consider the eigenvalues of the cartesian product hx x h2 defined on the measure space (Sj x S2, 2j x S2, mx x m2). èj x ¿2 is also conservative and hence the eigenvalues have norm 1. The eigenfunction equation /(Aj(sj), h-(s2))= cf(sx, *_•)» where / is in L^ÍSj, S2) can be put in the form (1).
In particular we consider the ergodicity of A, x h-, and Theorem 2(ii) generalizes previous results ( [3] , [9] , [12] ). Theorem 2 allows us to construct (Ex- (ii) T I span (/?(X)) is a unitary operator having discrete spectrum.
We note that (ii) follows from (i), using Lemma 2(i) and the property ||T|| < 1. Proof.
rf/f(¿(.)) = cAvj, X{h{.))) = {T*v{. X{h{.))) = (v., TXihi-))) = (v{, X{.)) a.e. (ii) // h is also ergodic then ||X|| is constant a.e., and the convergence is in the essential sup norm.
The theorem above is a generalization of Lemma 1 under the assumption imi<i.
3. The cartesian product, h. is a conservative transformation on a T-finite measure space (S,, 2., mJ) and h2 is a measure preserving transformation on a probability space ($2,22> m ■). We consider the transformation h. x h2 defined on the cartesian product {Sx x S2, 2, x 22, mx x tí22) by hx x hAsy s2) = (¿.(s,), bAsj)). We show first that h. x h2 is conservative. We need the follow- tion on a probability space is constructed having no eigenvalues except 1. It is possible to combine these two techniques and obtain an ergodic transformation that does not accept a finite invariant measure and also that has no eigenvalues except 1. Denoting this transformation by h., we can take for h2 any ergodic m.p.t. on a probability space and then Z>. x h2 will be always ergodic, it will not accept a finite measure space and its restriction to a sub-ff-field will be isomorphic to the given hy Also it will have the same eigenvalues as hy
Remarks. Concerning the validity of Theorem 2 (iii) under more general conditions on the transformations ij, h2 we note the following. Clearly the result is not valid if we do not assume hl to be conservative, as can be seen by taking h.
to be the shift transformation on the integers. In fact for invertible transformations the only ergodic transformation that is not conservative is exactly this. Concerning the conditions on h2 we note the following Example 2. In [lO] we are given an example of an ergodic transformation h which is measure preserving on an infinite o^finite measure space and for which (i) hx h is ergodic, (ii) hx hx h is not ergodic.
It follows from (i) that h has no eigenvalues.
Setting hx-hxh and h2 = h we note that they have no eigenvalues in common and yet h. x h2 is not ergodic. In fact for the case where h2 is ergodic and measure preserving on an infinite ff-finite measure space we note that the induced transformation in LASS) has no eigenvalues and using the same technique as above we obtain
Lemma 7. h. is a conservative ergodic transformation on a a-finite measure space and h2 is an ergodic measure preserving transformation on an infinite a-finite measure space. Then h^x h2 is conservative; and if A is an invariant subset of hl x h2 then the function on Sx defined by m-(s2: (s,, s.) in A) has infinite value over a set of nonzero measure in S.. In particular, there are no invariant sets of finite measure.
The result above must be rather limited as we use the isometry induced by h2 in L2iS2) and even the ergodicity of h2 is not an invariant of this isometry.
We could obtain complete information for the general cartesian product problem if we could solve the eigenoperator equation where T is assumed only bounded though not necessarily an isometry. It can be shown that in this case the essential range of X(' ) consists of nonwandering points of T. If the Hubert space is finite dimensional this makes T totally bounded and reduces to the case considered. The solution is not known if the Hubert space is infinite dimensional.
